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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

By Kathreen Ruckstuhl, CSTWS President,
Associate Professor, University of Calgary,
Biological Sciences, Calgary, Alberta
Aloha to you all!
Time flies when you’re having fun! It already seems like
the Hawaii TWS conference was months ago, yet not my
last message to you… So what to write about this time?
Well, obviously about “why time flies when you’re having
fun”. So, I’ll be writing about the TWS conference in
Waikoloa Hawaii, which was extremely successful and
very well attended. Rick Baydack will cover a lot of that in
his “Banter” so I’ll just talk about one of the many fun
activities we had there, which was the Canadian Members
and Friends Reception. When Evelyn Merrill, Rick
Baydack and I organized the reception we did not really
have any idea of numbers attending or what activities we’d
offer at the reception. Luckily, Evie was successful in
attracting quite a large financial contribution from LOTEK
Wireless Inc. who helped pay for some of the food and the
first 50 drinks. But LOTEK did not stop at that, no, they
even had a prize draw during the reception (which
included hats, memory keys, and the biggest of all: money
towards a GPS collar with a proximity sensor or camera
attached to it!!!). I wish I could get one of these on the
bighorns I am studying…imagine what you could
discover? Maybe see a cougar eye‐to‐eye? Anyway, below
are some pics of that great Canadian event. In the end we
had probably close to 70 people show up and once the free
50 drinks ran out we were able to get some more beers
from the neighbouring receptions (they actually asked us to
come over and share in their beer as they did not have high

attendance!!!). I personally do not like beer but it was fun
watching the ideal free distribution of attendees according
to the delivery rate of free drinks in the different rooms…
Anyway, needless to say that the Canadian reception was a
great success, that most people came back with free beer in
hand and that it went on well past its allotted time. The
reception will likely become a great Canadian tradition in
meetings to come. Go Canada Go!
When I was not listening to talks, reading posters, or
attending meetings, I was socializing with friends or
exploring the nearby beaches. Hawaii has many
conservation challenges, with invasive and non‐native
plant and animal species galore and only a handful of
endangered native birds left. The sea life seems to fare
slightly better, including some native turtles that came
relaxing on the beach (see pic below).
Well, that’s it pretty much. Oh, just to make sure you’re
not too miffed that you couldn’t attend the meeting it was
+20 degrees Celsius there…but when I stepped out of the
plane in Calgary it was ‐20… You can decide where I’d
rather be.
Mahalo (thank you) for reading this.

Turtle relaxing on the beach in Hawaii
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Michael Hutchins drawing the LOTEK prizes at the
Canadian Members and Friends Reception in Hawaii.
Happy winner Kristina with a LOTEK memory stick.

Oana Bantus from LOTEK Wireless, reading out the
winners’ names.

The lucky winner of the “big prize”, to remain anonymous,
lest he can be tracked!

Rick Baydack (Canadian Rep to TWS council) and
Mario Henriques (LOTEK Wireless Inc.) enjoying the
free beer.
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CANADIAN SECTION
REPRESENTATIVE’S REPORT

explained their mission and goals for conservation of
wildlife. The summary presentation was provided by none
other than our countryman Shane Mahoney, who as usual
captured the attention of the audience, and likely said it all
with his final statement…..’In the next few years, it really
will not matter if your preference is to view wildlife or to
hunt them……. The key issue is that we ALL need to
work together to conserve them……

‘Baydack’s Banter’

Thirdly, several Conference events spoke to the wildlife
and environmental issues that are increasingly prevalent in
Hawaii. Although it may seem so distant from our
everyday lives, I could not help but think that Hawaii may
be serving as a microcosm of the events that are facing
wildlife worldwide. Hearing Hawaiian biologists describe
the extinction of so many species over their careers is
something that I have not (yet) had to endure. And I hope
I never will! But the resolve that those same biologists
bring forward to ensuring that it does not happen again was
inspiring indeed.

By Rick Baydack, University of Manitoba
(baydack@cc.umanitoba.ca)
Aloha from Hawaii! I am just about to leave the Big
Island and return to Manitoba after attending the 18th
Annual Conference of The Wildlife Society. Truly a
remarkable Conference, and not only because of the
amazing venue. But more importantly, Wildlifers took
part with their strong commitment in what I consider was
the best Annual Conference ever for TWS (and I have
attended them all)….. Some of the highlights follow.
Firstly, Council voted unanimously to accept the
recommendation from the Director of Conferences and
Membership, Darryl Walter, that Winnipeg and the
Canadian Section be the host of the 2015 Annual
Conference in October of that year. Council continues to
reach out to Canadians, and this selection of a Canadian
Conference site speaks volumes to their commitment. In
fact, roughly every 10th Conference will be held at a
Canadian site to correspond with the fact that about 10% of
TWS members are from Canada. Winnipeg was ‘in tough’
against very strong bids from the Iowa Chapter (Des
Moines) and the Colorado Chapter (Keystone), but thanks
to the excellent work of Bid Chairperson Merlin Shoesmith
and his Committee, as well as Rachelle Normand from
Tourism Winnipeg, the Winnipeg bid came through with
an incentive at the 11th hour that won the day. Great work
by everyone, and I am sure that Merlin will be reaching out
to members of the Canadian Section and all of our
Chapters to ensure that we get the volunteers needed to put
together an excellent 2015 Conference.
Secondly, a true highlight of this year’s Conference was
the Plenary Session that focused on the need for Innovative
Partnerships into the Future to ensure that wildlife and
other environmental resources are sustained for future
generations. After a somewhat tongue-in-cheek lead
presentation comparing himself to Aldo Leopold by the
2010 Leopold Memorial Award winner Doug Johnson
from the Northern Prairie Research Station in Jamestown,
ND, speakers from various conservation organizations

Finally, likely the best attended function at this year’s
Annual Conference was the Women of Wildlife (WOW)
event. The venue was so packed that people could hardly
move around, but the excitement and enthusiasm in the
room was infectious, and that momentum continued
throughout the Conference. As many said, the WOW
event was long overdue, and certainly needed in our
profession. Thanks to the many Canadian women
Wildlifers that responded to my request for provision of
information about their careers. These summaries were
highlighted in a Powerpoint presentation that ran
continuously during the reception, and that will soon be
posted on the TWS website. Be sure to take the time to
view this assemblage of incredible stories about our
outstanding colleagues.
So as always, lots of things going on and lots of important
issues concerning the wildlife resource. But to come back
to my opening comments, many things also do remain the
same with our Society. The enjoyment and resolve that
many of us who are members of The Wildlife Society take
pride in demonstrating at all times of the year, but perhaps
moreso at the Annual Conference. The camaraderie,
networking, and information exchange that The Wildlife
Society fosters. And probably most important, the
commitment to TWS as Our Chosen Professional and
Scientific Organization that best exemplifies what we feel
is critical to maintaining the world that we love. As Aldo
Leopold so aptly described many years ago……’There are
some who can live without wild things and some who
cannot.’ I trust that I know where each of us stand……
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SECTION NEWS
2015 TWS Annual Conference to be Held
in Manitoba!
The Manitoba Chapter and Canadian Section, TWS, have
been designated hosts for the 2015 Annual Conference of
The Wildlife Society. TWS Council voted unanimously
during their recent meeting in Hawaii to approve
Winnipeg, Manitoba as the site for 2015. This bid won out
over competing bids from other chapters to host in Des
Moines, Iowa and Denver, Colorado. Merlin Shoesmith
and Don Sexton co-chair the Arrangements Committee and
were responsible for preparing the bid submission that
included 18 letters of support from government, university,
conservation education/research centres and private
consultants in the wildlife field. Other chapter members
who greatly assisted with this effort were Erin McCance,
Dale Wrubleski, Jonathan Wiens, Dave Walker and Rick
Baydack. Strong support was received from Art Rodgers
as President of the Canadian Section. Rachelle Normand
of Tourism Winnipeg worked very hard with her industry
partners and TWS head office staff to obtain acceptable
hotel rates and basic facilities required for such a
conference in the Winnipeg Convention Centre. It was a
great team effort and thank you to all who participated.
Although the 2015 Conference is some four years away,
preliminary planning by the Arrangements Committee has
begun. In the bid submission, it was estimated that over
100 wildlife professionals and at least 120 university
students will be needed as volunteers to make this
conference a success. If any Section or Chapter member
would like to assist in this undertaking, please contact:
Merlin Shoesmith 109mejo@mymts.net, Don Sexton
sextonda@mts.net, Erin McCance emccance@shaw.ca,
Kathreen Ruckstuhl kruckstu@ucalgary.ca, or Rick
Baydack baydack@cc.umanitoba.ca.
Prepared by Merlin Shoesmith

Canadian Section Representative to The
Wildlife Society
Section Representatives of The Wildlife Society are
members of the Council. As a member of The Wildlife
Society Council, each Section Representative:
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1. Serves on the Council as the representative of all
Society members in his or her geographic Section,
and of the entire Society membership.
2. Attends the annual meeting of his or her Section each
year.
3. Attends the annual meeting of each Chapter within his
or her Section at least once during 3-year tenure and
attends Student Chapter meetings whenever possible.
4. Serves as liaison between the Council and Society
members within his or her Section.
5. Promotes active communication among Chapters, the
Section, and the Society's headquarters.
6. Carries out short- and long-term assignments related
to the organization and/or operation of the Society at
the request of the President, generally through
Council subcommittees.
7. Serves as an advocate of the mission of the Society
within his or her section, and maintains professional
stature commensurate with the high ideals of the
Society and the wildlife profession.
8. Serves as an ambassador to Society members, related
societies, other conservation leaders, and the public,
especially within his or her section. As such, the
incumbent must be knowledgeable of the Society's
activities and policies and be an articulate
spokesperson for its programs.
9. Serves as a member of the Group Achievement Award
Committee.
10. Assists the President in appointing the Student
Affairs and Professional Development Committees by
identifying members for appointment to each.
11. Volunteers for and willingly accepts assignments as
a member or chair of several subcommittees of the
Council.
12. Arranges travel schedule to attend the annual
conference and all Council meetings in their entirety.
Exceptions should be for extraordinary situations
only.
13. Prepares for each Council meeting through full study
of the agenda and supporting materials, other relevant
materials, and through discussions, where
appropriate, with other Society and Council members
to form preliminary views before the meetings.
14. Participates fully in meetings of the Council.
15. Supports decisions of the Council once those
decisions have been reached.
16. Carefully reviews draft minutes of all meetings to
assure that they accurately reflect meeting
proceedings and decisions.
17. Evaluates and modifies this position description as
necessary to ensure that it accurately reflects the
needs of the Society.
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For more details on the role of TWS Council and of
Section Representatives, go to:
http://joomla.wildlife.org/index.php?option=com_content
&task=view&id=78&Itemid=104
and
http://joomla.wildlife.org/index.php?option=com_content
&task=view&id=16&Itemid=42
As well, persons interested in the position of Canadian
Section Representative should be aware that The Wildlife
Society can provide travel support, particularly to enable
attendance at Council meetings held at the TWS Annual
Conference in the Fall and at the North American Wildlife
and Natural Resources Conference in Spring. Additional
meetings of Council Subcommittees and/or Ad Hoc
Committees may take place from time to time as well, and
Section Representatives are encouraged to attend these
wherever possible. A range of travel support is available
from full to partial to none, depending on the ability of the
Representative’s employer to support this professional
travel. Arrangements for travel support are made by the
Section Representative through the Executive Director at
the commencement of the Section Representative’s term of
office. Approximately $2000 is required to cover the
travel costs for each meeting
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CHAPTER & WORKING GROUP
NEWS
Canadian Section Board Member of the
Wildlife and Habitat Restoration
Working Group of TWS
The Wildlife and Habitat Restoration Working Group is
seeking a board member to represent the views of their
TWS section membership regarding restoration activities
and other working group concerns. The flexible, minimal
time commitment position also will provide opportunities
to act as a liaison between the Executive Board of the
working group and the Canadian Section, volunteer news
and items of interest for the working group newsletter,
advertise the working group and recruit new members, and
be a part of an effective leadership and communication
team focused on multiple aspects of restoration and
management of imperiled ecosystems. Interested or
inquisitive individuals are encouraged to contact the
current
working
group
Chair,
Ray
Iglay
(riglay@cfr.msstate.edu).

Updates from Student Chapters
A Francophone Chapter

New Canadian Section Officers
Voting in the annual election for new Canadian Section
Officers was completed September 15, 2011.
Congratulations to Evie Merrill elected as the incoming
President-Elect and Garth Mowat as the new VicePresident! We also want to welcome our new SecretaryTreasurer, Marci Trana (University of Manitoba), and our
new Webmaster, Shane Pratt (University of Manitoba).
Thanks to all of you for stepping forward to help build the
Canadian Section and we look forward to working with
you in the coming year.
Many thanks to Merlin Shoesmith, retiring Past President,
and Erin McCance, retiring Secretary-Treasurer, for all
you have contributed to the CSTWS over the last several
years – you will both be truly missed and we hope you will
find other ways to stay involved well into the future.

In 2009, the first francophone TWS student chapter was
created at Université Laval in Québec city. In three years,
members have increased in number and we have developed
various conservation projects. The leading one aims to
restore the precarious situation for the American kestrel,
mainly by installing nest boxes around the city. Chicks are
banded to ensure long term population monitoring in the
area. This beautiful bird of prey became the emblem of the
Chapter and figures on our logo.
We also have a promising education section in which
members communicate with children in fun and interactive
ways, from workshops to mobile expositions. We aim to
raise interest and awareness for wildlife and ecological
conservation in general. Despite our recent formation, most
projects have been successful, which make us very
enthusiastic about getting more involved and active.
As the first chapter in the province, we strongly encourage
other Québec universities to create their own student
chapters, and hope to eventually see the emergence of a
provincial one. Québec has amazing wildlife, diverse
ecosystems and is a major migration route for various
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species of birds, mammals and insects. There is much
worth caring and acting for. Development of a TWS
network in the province, connected with more experienced
Canadian and US members, would greatly help
conservation of Québec’s treasures.
Executive Committee
President : Orphé Bichet
orphe.b@gmail.com
Université Laval
Département de Biologie
Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon, local 4046
1045, avenue de la Médecine
Québec, QC, Canada
G1V 0A6
Tél : (418) 656-2131 poste 2917
fax : (418) 656-2043
Vice-President : Georges Kedl
Matricule : 909 203 266
Secretary: Audrey Robillard
Université Laval
Département de biologie
Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon, local 2042 (et 4056)
Tél : 418-656-2131 poste 6327 (et 8573)
Treasurer: Chrystel Losier
Université Laval
Département de Biologie
Pavillon Alexandre-Vachon, local 4046
Tél : (418) 656-2131 poste 2917
Canadian Representative: Julien Henault-Richard

Manitoba Chapter, Erin McCance
(http://joomla.wildlife.org/manitoba/)
The executive of the Manitoba Chapter has been working
on a number of good initiatives. The Manitoba Chapter
recently held our Annual Fall Mixer on November 17th at
Fort Whyte Alive. It was a fantastic evening with near
record high attendance. Bill Watkins, Wildlife and
Ecosystem Protection Branch of the Manitoba Department
of Conservation, and Pascal Babiou, DUC, both delivered
excellent presentations that generated in-depth discussions
and lots of positive feedback to the executive. The
executive sends a big thank you to both speakers for their
contributions!
The MB Chapter is also planning for the Annual Winter
Get-a-way, being held this year on February 3-5, 2011 at
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Camp Wannakumbac, just outside of Riding Mountain
National Park. The weekend will offer a series of speakers
and workshops around the theme of Biological Monitoring.
It will provide an opportunity to talk about ongoing
research happening across the province, networking
opportunities, and of course, it will offer lots of fun at the
social events we have planned!
This spring the MB Chapter will be hosting our AGM and
bi-annual conference on March 16th at Oak Hammock
Marsh. The call for papers will go out in February, so
please keep your eyes open for the announcement and
mark the date on your calendars!
Last but definitely not the least, we are thrilled by the
recent news that TWS council unanimously voted to
approve Winnipeg, Manitoba as the 2015 location of the
Annual TWS conference. These are exciting times for
Canada and the MB Chapter of The Wildlife Society!
Now more than ever, we feel it is important to reach out to
all wildlifers throughout the province/country and to
encourage their involvement in TWS and the MB Chapter.
We hope you will help us do so! We look forward to the
preparations, planning, and hosting of a fantastic TWS
conference in 2015. Let the games begin!

Letter from a Canadian Student
Supported by the ProfessionalDevelopment Program for Native
American Students at the TWS
Conference in Hawaii
Daniel Dupont
A little over a year ago, my advisor came up to me and told
me, “Daniel, you have to come to the TWS annual
conference…it’s going to be in Hawaii this year.” So I
asked myself, who doesn’t want to go to Hawaii for a
wildlife conference? I know I certainly wanted to go. What
better mix can we ask for; the single largest gathering of
wildlife professionals in North America in the all so
popular Hawaii. It would be a shame as a student and
young emerging wildlife biologist to miss such an
opportunity. This is why I quickly worked at finding ways
to attend the conference.
Thanks to TWS’s Professional-Development Program for
Native American Students, my wish of attending the TWS
Annual Conference in Hawaii was made possible. This
program which is geared at increasing aboriginal
involvement within wildlife studies, not only provided
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financial assistance, but also gave me the opportunity of
meeting fellow aboriginal students working on various
projects across the continent.
For us young emerging biologists, there is still much to
learn from fellow seasoned biologists. I am a firm believer
that experience is one of the greatest teachers. However,
studying and more importantly the sharing of knowledge
with fellow wildlifers, can expedite your learning. This is
why events such as the TWS Annual Conference are of
such great value. Not only does it give us the opportunity
to share the most recent scientific and traditional
knowledge, but it also gives us the chance to network with
wildlifers from all over.
Once I arrived back home from the conference, family and
friends would ask me how I liked Hawaii. After answering
a few of them, I realized that for the most part, I wasn’t
talking about how warm it was in Hawaii compared to
back home in Winnipeg. I was explaining how I learned
about these great new methods I’ll be able to use for future
studies and how I met such great people who are doing
similar type of work as I am. Yes, Hawaii did lure me to
TWS’s Annual Conference, but I have to admit…no matter
where future conferences are going to be held, you’ll be
sure to find me there.
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The second thing that was important to me was to check
out the different working groups and see if any
corresponded to my project, or my situation as a graduate
student. I went to the Student Professional Development
Working Group meeting (now called “Student Working
Group”). A lot of things are happening in this working
group right now. A “Website” committee is being put in
place, in addition to a “Public Relations” committee so that
student members can go directly to this group when in
need of information about TWS. The “International
Liaison” committee is working on a proposal to submit to
Council to find ways to increase international membership
within TWS and create an international exchange program.
Another working group that I found of interest was the
new Early Career Professional Working Group, which
focuses on helping new professionals to gain skills that
would help them find a wildlife position more easily. I am
definitely going to be a member of this group, and we will
hopefully find a way to work together to develop the
international exchange program. This could start with
having more links between the Canadian and Mexico
Chapters, and the US Chapters. I met several international
students at this meeting, and as for Canada, Laval
University was very well represented!

Daniel Dupont
M.Env. Candidate
University of Manitoba

Letters from Students Supported by the
Canadian Section at the TWS Conference
in Hawaii
Agnes Pelletier
Here I am, back in the real graduate world to start working
on the analyses for my next paper…and I am already in
withdrawal. So, I would like to thank you for giving me
the opportunity to attend this conference.
This was my second TWS annual meeting, and I found that
it was again a success. I gained tools that will be useful in
both my graduate studies and my professional career, and I
met a lot of interesting people who share my interests.
First, I attended the Geospatial Modelling Environment
workshop led by Hawthorne Beyer and Jacqui Frair. I
knew about the program before taking this workshop, but
what I learned there will definitely help me use it for my
own research.

I also attended talks and checked out the poster sessions.
Several of them focused on the species I work on, and
through them, I met people who I had been in contact with
during my project. We shared our views on the latest
papers that relate to our research topic, and we will keep
the discussion going to share ideas on various analytical
methods.
In addition, while volunteering at a session, I had the
chance to attend talks that were not related to what I do.
Two of them were focused on a collaborative initiative at
the country level that encourages any member of the
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community to monitor the timelines of the life cycle of
various plants and animals (The National Phenology
Network) to evaluate the effects of climate change. Data
collection is standardized so that it can be analyzed at a
large scale. I learned that similar initiatives exist in Canada
and Europe. I found this talk very enlightening, especially
because I enjoy science the most when I see that
knowledge crosses educational and language boundaries,
so that critical information is shared among all members of
a community. I’m hoping that the members of the TWS
Chapter that I founded at Trent University can start
gathering that type of seasonal information in our own
town.
Finally, I had the opportunity to meet many graduate
students who I am planning to meet again or stay in touch
with. Despite the high number of attendees, I felt right at
home at this conference, and I am grateful to the Canadian
Section of TWS to have supported my presence there. So
again, thank you!
I really look forward to the next meeting!
Agnes Pelletier
Trent University

Maggi Sliwinski
Before even arriving in Hawaii for this year’s Wildlife
Society conference, I made a potentially useful contact
with another conference-goer. It was on the flight from
Seattle to Honolulu that I sat next to a TWS member and
was offered a summer job that would be useful for learning
about techniques I want to use in my upcoming PhD
project. From that moment I knew that attending The
Wildlife Society conference would be of great value to me.
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good experience.
One of the talks that I saw, which was in a symposium
organized by the Biodiversity Working Group, was about
resilience in social-ecological systems. Although not a new
concept for me because of coursework for my Masters
degree, seeing this talk at The Wildlife Society conference
was great. There were more talks on pure ecological
systems than I could count, and I was very happy to see
that some of the interests within TWS lie with socialecological resilience. Another symposium, about the Sage
Grouse Initiative, was also of great value to me because I
am very interested in the work that this group does, and
understanding why the model they use has been so
successful will be important for all future wildlife
professionals. As a US citizen in a Canadian masters
program, seeing these talks has given me an overview of
what has been happening in the US with regards to
wildlife.
Probably of most value to me were the working group
meetings that I attended, as well as the Blue Ribbon Panel
discussion. The Biodiversity Working Group meeting
ended with the decision to prepare a symposium on
international perspectives in wildlife conservation,
something that I am very interested in and will be glad to
take a part in organizing. Generally, North America has
encouraged other nations and the developing world to use
our conservation models, but I feel that these other nations
also have something to offer us in terms of new ways of
seeing the world and managing for biodiversity.

After a long night at the Honolulu airport and lost baggage
in Kona, I arrived in Waikoloa to beautiful and warm
weather. On Saturday morning I volunteered for the
registration desk and was able to get a heads up on some of
the people that were attending the conference that I would
like to meet. In the afternoon I volunteered in the AV
room, where attendees were coming to load and check
their presentations. Here I was able to meet some of the
TWS staff and interns and learn the inner workings of how
complicated a conference is to run.

The Early Career Professional Development Working
Group held its first annual meeting at this year’s
conference. The meeting was very interesting and we did a
lot of brain storming to attempt to define the group and its
goals more clearly. We came up with a lot of really great
ideas that will surely help early career professionals, like
myself, develop the skill set necessary for establishing
productive careers. I volunteered to be the secretary for the
group, since having a full executive is one of the
requirements during the initial 3-year review period. I am
looking forward to working with this group because I am
an early career professional and I want to help shape what
TWS offers this important group of people within the
profession.

On Sunday morning I gave my talk about the impacts of
cattle stocking rates (basically how densely cattle are
packed in a pasture) on songbird abundance and diversity.
I am always a bit nervous to start off, but once I get to the
podium and begin my talk I forget about my nerves. There
were some tough questions asked, but all in all it was a

Finally, the Blue Ribbon Panel discussion titled
“Developing the Next Generation of Wildlife
Professionals” talked about many of the ideas that were
brought up at the Early Career Professional Development
Working Group meeting, and one of the panel’s
suggestions was to develop a professional development
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working group. I informed the panel that this working
group is in existence as of this year, and I intend to report
back to the working group about the panel’s findings. My
lab group had a number of spirited discussions regarding
“networking” and “mentoring” and what these terms really
mean to young wildlife professionals. Being able to bring
these discussions to people within TWS means that our
concerns as young professionals and as graduate students
will be heard and hopefully acted upon.
Even though this was my first year as a TWS member, and
my first time attending the TWS annual conference, I made
the most of it. I met a number of people that will be
valuable contacts for reviewing papers or for getting
advice in the field, and I also learned about how different
groups within the society function. I was also able to bring
up some concerns that my lab group and myself have as
graduate students. Not only was the conference itself great,
but I also enjoyed the warm weather, snorkelling in the
hotel’s lagoon, and swimming with the sea turtles. I look
forward to attending future TWS meetings and am sure
that they will be as useful to me as this one was. Thank
you to the Canadian Section of TWS for helping me attend
this year’s conference.
Maggi Sliwinski
University of Manitoba

UPCOMING MEETINGS &
WORKSHOPS
Ontario Biology Day
Ontario Biology Day, now in its 25th year, is an annual
meeting where 4th year Honours undergraduate students
from Ontario universities present the results of their
research projects. It provides a great opportunity for
biology students to meet students from other schools and
to identify potential supervisors for graduate work. The
meetings are hosted and organized on a rotating basis by a
number of Ontario Universities. This year it will be held at
Laurentian U in Sudbury
This event will be held over a weekend, Friday March16
to Sunday March 18, 2012. There will probably be 4-5
concurrent sessions. The local organizers are Tom Fenske
and me. It looks like the Friday mixer will be held at the
new Living with Lakes Center (LLC), and probably the
banquet on Saturday can be held there as well. For more
information please contact:
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Dr. David Law
Associate Professor and Chair, department of Biology,
Lakehead University: dlaw@lakeheadu.ca

4th International Human-Bear Conflicts
Workshop
March 20-22, 2012 in Missoula, Montana
Building on the success of previous workshops, a 4th
Human-Bear Conflicts Workshop will take place March
20-22, 2012 in Missoula, Montana. This workshop is
organized and supported by many agencies and groups
including the US Fish and Wildlife Service’s grizzly bear
and polar bear recovery programs; the Montana
Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks; the Idaho
Department of Fish and Game; the Wyoming Game and
Fish Department; the National Park Service; the University
of Montana; Counter Assault; the Safety in Bear Country
Society; the Living with Wildlife Foundation, National
Wildlife Federation, and People and Carnivores.
This is a professional development workshop for people
who work to manage and prevent human-bear conflicts.
The Workshop format is interactive and emphasizes group
participation. The Workshop will include a limited number
of formal presentations, extensive panel discussions,
interactive workshops, equipment demonstrations, poster
sessions, and specialized breakout groups. Participation in
the discussions by attendees is not only encouraged but is
crucial to the success of the Workshop. Experienced
wildlife and human dimensions professionals will lead
interactive discussions on topics such as: (1) proactive
management to reduce conflicts; (2) demonstrations of new
technology and best practices for managing bears; (3)
effective community-based approaches; (4) effective
communication and outreach strategies; (5) risk and
liability concerns; (6) the efficacy of sport hunting as a tool
to manage conflicts; and (7) management of habituated
and/or food conditioned bears.
Informal breakout sessions for other topics such as
diversionary feeding or aversive conditioning may take
place in the evenings. There will be display and product
demonstration opportunities for registered vendors.
Space is limited so those planning to attend should register
soon. The Workshop will be held at the DoubleTree Hotel
in Missoula, Montana. To receive the early registration fee
of $80/person, please complete your registration no later
than February 21, 2012. Visit the Workshop’s website for
more information and to register as an attendee, sponsor
and/or vendor: www.cfc.umt.edu/humanbearconflicts.
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National Fish & Wildlife Conservation
Congress
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IV International Wildlife Management
Congress
The Wildlife Society (TWS) and the Wildlife and
Environmental Society of South Africa (WESSA) are
proud to host the IV International Wildlife Management
Congress (IWMC), to be held July 9-12, 2012 at the
Durban International Convention Centre in partnership
with, South Africa National Parks, and EZEMVELO KZN
Wildlife.
Previous International Wildlife Management Congress
meetings, held in Costa Rica, Hungary, and New Zealand,
have brought together diverse participants including
representatives of global organizations, government
officials, academics, non-governmental organizations,
community-based organizations and other practitioners of
wildlife research and management.

The Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters (O.F.A.H)
and its partners are hosting Canada's first National Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Congress at the Westin Ottawa,
May 27-31, 2012. This first ever Canadian Congress will
bring together leading fish and wildlife scientists,
government leaders, federal, provincial, state and local fish
and wildlife agencies, conservation organizations and
anglers and hunters to participate in plenary sessions,
workshops, discussions and debates about the future of fish
and wildlife resources in North America.
The National Fish & Wildlife Conservation Congress will
showcase contemporary fish and wildlife restoration
programs such as Eastern elk, Atlantic salmon, wild turkey
and lake trout, and will present the latest research,
assessment and management techniques for species such as
Sandhill cranes and walleye. Resolution of challenges that
include wildlife and agriculture conflicts, fisheries and
aquaculture, the threat of new diseases, the impact of alien
invasive species and species at risk will also be a core
focus of the Congress. The role of science versus public
opinion in policy decisions that affect fish and wildlife, the
need for governments on both sides of the border to
address funding shortfalls and reinvestment in natural
resources, the introduction of policy and legislative
changes to address threats to fish and wildlife populations
and core recognition of sustainable use as an essential
principle of conservation will also be discussed.
For more information visit: http://www.nfwcc.com/ or
E-mail: elizabeth@theprofessionaledge.com

At the upcoming Congress—expected to be the biggest
yet—attendees will engage with the theme “Cooperative
Wildlife Management across Borders: Learning in the Face
of Change.” Speakers, panels, and technical field trips will
touch upon this over-arching idea, delving deeply into
issues that include the human dimensions of wildlife
management and conservation, recovery of endangered
species, trans-border cooperation and conservation, climate
change adaptation, habitat restoration and management,
and professional development and training.
For more information, please visit the Congress website at
iwmc2012.org. Check back frequently as the site continues
to be to be updated with additional information on
speakers, educational field trips, exhibitors, travel details,
and more as well as sign-up for the IWMC Twitter feed at
twitter.com/#!/IWMC2012.

7th International Moose Symposium
The 7th International Moose Symposium will take place in
Bialowieza, Eastern Poland, 6-10 August 2012. The
Symposium is organized by the Mammal Research
Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Białowieża,
Regional Directorate of State Forests in Białystok,
Białowieża National Park, and Biebrza National Park. The
tentative deadline for abstracts is 15 January 2012. More
information is available at
http://www.zbs.bialowieza.pl/moosesymposium.
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STUDENT AWARDS
Albert W. Franzmann and Distinguished
Colleagues Memorial Award 2012
Inspired by the passing of our beloved colleague, mentor
and friend Al Franzmann in February, 2009, and to honour
all of those who have passed on and have contributed to
our knowledge and understanding of moose biology and
management, Alces has established the “Albert W.
Franzmann and Distinguished Colleagues Memorial
Award”. The one-time award, valued at CDN $1,500, will
be given annually to a graduate student entering or
continuing1 in a Master’s or Doctoral program at a
recognized university in Canada or the United States. The
applicant’s research should be directed toward studies of
the biology and management of moose within their
circumpolar distribution or other ungulates or mammalian
carnivores overlapping their range.
Applicants are required to submit: (1) an official (signed
and sealed) academic transcript of their complete academic
record; (2) an up-to-date curriculum vitae; (3) a detailed
description of the research to be undertaken (min. 4 pages,
max. 10 pages) as would be prepared for a thesis advisory
committee; and, (4) a short supportive letter from the
student's graduate supervisor. Applications must be
submitted by March 15 of the year in which the award is
to be used. A committee of 3 past recipients of the
Distinguished Moose Biologist Award will review
applications and rank each submission. The recipient will
be determined by consensus of the committee and their
decision will be binding. The recipient of the award will be
announced at the Annual North American Moose
Conference and Workshop.
Recipients must acknowledge receipt of the award in any
subsequent publications of their work and are strongly
encouraged to publish at least some portion of their
research in the journal Alces prior to or following
completion of their graduate program.
Donations to support the “Albert W. Franzmann and
Distinguished Colleagues Memorial Award” should be
made payable to Lakehead University Alces Account # 501606-2051 can be sent to Dr. Art Rodgers2. Alces is not a
registered charitable organization or incorporated as a notfor-profit corporation and cannot issue receipts for income
tax purposes.
1

First-time applicants in the early phases of their research will
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be given preference. Previous unsuccessful applicants may
reapply3. In the absence of suitable new applicants,
consideration will be given to previous recipients pending
submission of a progress report and recommendation by their
graduate supervisor. Previous recipients interested in
reapplying should contact Dr. Art Rodgers2 after March 15 to
find out if the award is still available. The deadline for
previous recipients to submit a progress report and letter of
recommendation will be April 15 of the year in which the
award is to be used.
2

Applications must be submitted to:
Dr. Arthur R. Rodgers
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Centre for Northern Forest Ecosystem Research
955 Oliver Road
Thunder Bay, Ontario
Canada P7B 5E1
Telephone: (807) 343-4011
FAX: (807) 343-4001
E-mail: art.rodgers@ontario.ca
3

Failed applicants are welcome to reapply and must do so to be
considered in a future competition.

4

The recipient does not have to be in attendance but all
applicants are encouraged to take advantage of the Alces
“Newcomer's Travel Award” to attend the annual meeting.

AWARDS
Aldo Leopold Memorial Award
The highest honor bestowed by The Wildlife Society is the
Aldo Leopold Memorial Award for distinguished service
to wildlife conservation. The basic selection criterion is the
significance of an individual’s contribution(s) to the
wildlife field. Recipients receive a medal, plaque, and
honorary membership in The Wildlife Society. The Aldo
Leopold Memorial Award Committee needs your help.
This is an opportunity for you to participate in identifying
and recognizing an individual who has made an enduring
contribution to wildlife conservation. You are encouraged
to consider individuals not only from our traditional
professional realm, but also those who bring their skills
and talents to wildlife conservation from across society and
across the world. Each nomination should include a
statement emphasizing the basis for determining
“distinguished service to wildlife conservation,” a detailed
resume, and no more than five supporting letters.
Nominations of unsuccessful candidates remain in the
candidate pool for a maximum of three years, unless the
individual is re-nominated. The award is not given
posthumously.
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Please assist this year’s committee by submitting materials
via email to Evie Merrill at emerrill@ualberta.ca by
March 1, 2012. If you send hard copies, please send
material for the nomination and complete supporting
documentation by February 15, 2012.

Call for TWS Award Nominations – 2012
Art Rodgers – Chair CSTWS Awards Committee
Every year The Wildlife Society honours individuals and
groups who have made notable contributions to TWS and
wildlife management and/or conservation. Many
Canadians are among those who have received these
awards in the past but there are many, many more who are
deserving of this recognition. The awards offered by TWS
include;
• Aldo Leopold Memorial Award (see above)
• Caesar Kleberg Award for Excellence in Applied
Wildlife Research
• Chapter and Student Chapter of the Year Awards
• Conservation Education Award
• Donald H. Rusch Memorial Game Bird Research
Scholarship
• Diversity Award
• Excellence in Wildlife Education Award
• Fellows Program
• Group Achievement Award
• Honorary Membership
• Jim McDonough Award
• Special Recognition Service Award
• Student Chapter Advisor of the Year Award
• TWS Wildlife Publication Awards
Details, deadlines and nomination forms for these awards
can be found on the TWS website at
http://joomla.wildlife.org/. Although I am quite certain we
could find suitable Canadian nominees for all of these
awards (and I hope we do!), we would especially like you
to consider the following;
Fellows Program
The Fellows Program recognizes members who have
distinguished themselves through exceptional service to
the wildlife profession. Nominations can come from
Sections, Chapters, or individual TWS members.
Nominees must be a TWS member (current) for at least 10
years, must be active in TWS at the Chapter, Section, or
international level, and must have a distinguished
professional record that includes significant contributions
to wildlife resources and the profession. Surely there are
numerous potential Canadian nominees deserving of this
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acknowledgment and respect for their contributions to
TWS and wildlife science. Deadline – February 15, 2012.
Group Achievement Award
The Wildlife Society’s Group Achievement Award
recognizes an organization or group that accomplishes
outstanding achievements to benefit wildlife consistent
with advancing the objectives of The Wildlife Society. The
organization or group selected for the award can be a
private, provincial, or federal institution. Many of you,
individually or through your Chapter or Student Chapter,
work with non-government organizations that seek to
improve wildlife education and conservation. This is an
opportunity to show your appreciation and have them
recognized. Deadline – February 15, 2012.
TWS Wildlife Publication Awards
Works recognized by this award of excellence are
scientific writing characterized by originality of research or
thought and a high scholastic standard in the manner of
presentation. Awards are given in the following categories:
article, monograph, book, and editorship. Works published
in 2009, 2010, and 2011 are eligible. Publications from
any scientific journal are eligible for the awards. Numerous
Canadians have been recipients of TWS Publication
Awards – a proud testament to the quality of wildlife
research in Canada. Let’s continue to have our work
recognized by nominating our peers for these awards.
Deadline – March 1, 2012.
Excellence in Wildlife Education Award
This is a fairly new award intended to celebrate exemplary
teaching and contribute to the improvement of wildlife
education by honouring individual faculty members.
Eligible faculty should be actively engaged in
undergraduate and/or graduate, wildlife-related education.
Nominees will be evaluated on the basis of a dossier
documenting outstanding contributions to wildlife
education. Certainly all of us have much to owe our
teachers and mentors and this is a great opportunity to say
“thank you” by recognizing the contribution they have
made to our education and careers. Deadline – March 15,
2012.
Chapter and Student Chapter of the Year Awards
The Wildlife Society annually presents the Chapter of the
Year and Student Chapter of the Year awards to encourage
and recognize exceptional achievements by TWS Chapters.
Winning chapters receive a plaque and their names are
added to a permanent plaque on display at the Society’s
headquarters. Student Chapters also receive a $1,000 travel
grant to send a student delegation to the annual conference.
Note that Chapters and Student Chapters are invited to
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nominate themselves for the award, so if you think your
Chapter or Student Chapter is doing a great job this is your
chance to have them recognized. Deadline – March 15,
2012 for Chapter of the Year Award and by June 30,
2012 for Student Chapter of the Year Award.
Student Chapter Advisor of the Year Award
The Student Chapter Advisor of the Year award is
presented annually to one student chapter advisor of The
Wildlife Society for exemplary contributions to the
Society's mission and goals. The top advisor receives a
plaque at the Society's annual conference award ceremony
detailing her/his accomplishments. None of our Student
Chapters would exist without the dedication and
enthusiasm of their Faculty Advisors, so please consider
nominating your Advisor for this award. Deadline –
March 15, 2012.
For most of these TWS Awards, nominations can come
from Sections, Chapters, or individual TWS members.
However, not everyone is comfortable or has the time to go
through the process. So, if you would like our assistance in
putting together a nomination or you would just like to
suggest a worthy individual or group for one of these
awards and have it submitted by the Canadian Section,
please contact me at art.rodgers@ontario.ca. Once again
it’s time to wave the flag and ensure Canadian wildlifers
get the recognition they deserve!

EDUCATION LINKS
The Wildlife Society Online Mentoring
Program

TWS’ Online Mentoring program is a great way to build
professional relationships that will help advance a
student’s or young professional’s career, while gaining
knowledge from a wildlife professional. Already a
professional? We are always looking for mentors to
volunteer. It is easy to sign up, just go online to our Online
Mentoring Program with your TWS Member ID number
and register. Canadian Students and Mentors welcomed!
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JOBS IN WILDLIFE
Manitoba Important Bird Area
Caretaker Program
Nature Manitoba, Nature Canada and Bird Studies Canada
are pleased to announce the launch of the Manitoba
Important Bird Area Caretaker Program. Manitoba
currently has 38 designated Important Bird Areas (IBAs)
and this program will recruit and train volunteer caretakers
(individuals or community organizations that act as
champions for their local IBA) for each of them. The new
program has been made possible by the generous support
of the Winnipeg Foundation and the Manitoba Community
Services Council.
Nature Manitoba is seeking a part-time coordinator to
develop this new program and to engage as many people as
possible in activities to support our IBAs. This program
will ensure that all Manitoba IBAs receive the attention
needed to maintain and/or seek to enhance their ecological
integrity. Working together with local volunteers at the
grassroots level, as well as with international partners, we
will review existing IBA conservation plans, develop new
plans where needed, assess and augment monitoring data,
and, above all, promote and protect these Manitoba
treasures that have global importance for the preservation
of biodiversity. By launching this program we are joining a
network of Canadian provinces, U.S states and numerous
countries from across the Americas and indeed around the
world in a global conservation network to preserve our
shared natural heritage.
The part-time coordinator position will initially be two
days per week, commencing February 2012 (exact start
date negotiable). It is envisioned that the successful
candidate will work from Nature Manitoba's Winnipeg
office; however, other locations may be acceptable to suit
the successful candidate’s preference. Travel to various
Manitoba locations will be involved.
We seek a dynamic individual who can engage a variety of
audiences and rally support for the project from different
sectors. The successful candidate will:
• work independently, but with input from a
committee, to develop and promote a provincewide program,
• be skilled at giving presentations, recruiting
volunteers, and organizing events
• write funding proposals and to seek opportunities
to expand the program
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•
•

be able to use the IBA web portal and technical
tools and to explain their usage to volunteers
represent the Manitoba program at meetings with
other provincial coordinators

Compensation: $25/hr starting salary with the possibility
of increased hours and pay dependent on performance
review.
Qualifications:
• Demonstrated oral and written communications
skills,
• Demonstrated knowledge of natural history and
conservation (although a degree in biological or
ecological sciences is not required, this program
will benefit from someone who can speak with
confidence and authority on the conservation
issues pertinent to IBAs). Familiarity with
Manitoba’s avifauna, experience in conservation
programming, experience in working with
community organizations and/or NGOs,
fundraising experience, and bilingualism, are
strong assets.
• Basic computer familiarity, especially with
Microsoft Office programs (Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, and Outlook). Familiarity with Adobe
or other photo-editing software an asset.
• Valid driver's license
Please send (electronically in .doc, .rtf, or .pdf format) a
résumé and cover letter with the names of three referees to
Christian Artuso at cartuso@birdscanada.org.
Deadline: January 12, 2012, 5 pm Central time.
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1) Undergraduate Research Technician:
Applicants are expected to be working toward an
undergraduate degree in biology, ecology, wildlife
management, or a related field and have taken courses in
biology, ecology, fisheries, ornithology, or entomology.
2) Research Technician:
Applicants are expected to hold a degree, diploma, or
relevant work experience in biology, ecology, wildlife
management or a related field.
Preference will be given to candidates with previous
experience in wetland research and who are familiar with
travel in small aircraft and outdoor labor. Certification in
First Aid will be required by the date of employment.
Research conditions will be mentally and physically
challenging. The ability to work in a team environment and
demonstrated resourcefulness and initiative are necessary.
Meals and field accommodations will be included, with an
estimated biweekly salary between $850 and $1290 (USD,
before taxes). To be notified when the job postings are
available, interested applicants should e-mail their contact
information as soon as possible to:
Kirsty Gurney
Alaska Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit
Institute of Arctic Biology
209 Irving 1 Building
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Fairbanks, AK 99775
kegurney@alaska.edu

Northern Freshwater Research (2
Positions)
Location: Diavik Diamond Mine, Lac de Gras, NWT

Field Research Technician(s)
Alaska Cooperative Fish and Wildlife
Research Unit
1 – 2 technicians will be hired to assist a post-doctoral
researcher studying wetland invertebrate communities on
the North Slope of Alaska. Field work will be conducted at
a remote site near Barrow, Alaska. Duties will include, but
are not limited to, conducting experimental manipulations
of wetlands (nutrient addition and heating), constructing
emergence traps, sampling and identifying aquatic
invertebrates, data transcribing, and (potentially) trapping
shorebirds. There will be 2 positions open, depending on
the applicant’s degree level:

Project Description: Two habitat compensation projects
on small barrenland lakes and their outlet streams are
underway as a result of diamond mine development. To
assess these projects, a Before-After-Control-Impact
(BACI) study was initiated in 2009. In particular, this
project focuses on improving connectivity within a small
3-lake system and on enhancing channel characteristics of
a stream to accommodate fish spawning and rearing.
Job Description: Assist current M.Sc. students in habitat
compensation research in the Canadian Arctic. Fly out of
and into Edmonton and work two weeks on, one week off
from May through August. Data collection will include
stream and lake habitat measurements, aquatic
macroinvertebrate sampling, zooplankton sampling, water
quality sampling, fish sampling and tagging (gill nets, fyke
nets, trap nets, seining, minnow traps, electrofishing, long-
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line, and hook-and-line), and installation/maintenance of
fish-tracking antennas.
Qualifications: Candidates should have strong interest in
the North and aquatic ecology. Candidates should also
have previous field experience. Must be able to work long
shifts (12-18 hours/day) in remote settings and be able to
perform in challenging work environments (weather,
insects, wildlife). Must work well alone and in team
settings. Candidate must be capable of carrying heavy
gear across uneven ground. Interest and knowledge of
electrical equipment considered an excellent asset for one
candidate, but not necessary. MUST pass criminal record
check to enter mine site and may be subject to random
drug/alcohol testing while on site. Site is drug- and
alcohol-free. Candidates eligible for NSERC USRA
scholarships strongly encouraged to apply.
Salary: $1800-2000/month depending on experience and
qualifications. Flights to and from mine provided. Food
and accommodations provided while on site.
Employment Term: 1 position from mid-May, 2012 –
August 31, 2012, 1 position from June, 2012 – August 31,
2012.
Application Deadline: December 22, 2011
Contact: To apply, email cover letter, resume/CV,
transcripts, and information for 3 references to Chris Cahill
and
Andrea
Erwin
(clcahill@ualberta.ca)
(aerwin@ualberta.ca).

PARK BREAK 2012
An all-expenses-paid seminar for grad students aiming at
a career in protected area management, research, or
education Delaware Water Gap National Recreation
Area, Pennsylvania • March 19–23, 2012
Application deadline: January 20, 2012
Park Break is an all-expenses-paid, park-based field
seminar for graduate students contemplating a career in
park and land-use management or related research and
education fields. Park Break puts you in a national park
unit for a week's worth of field and classroom activities
in close collaboration with scientists and scholars,
managers and administrators, and partner organizations.
As a member of small team of grad students, you will
work on a specific topic or project of relevance to the
park.
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The next Park Break session will be held March 19–23,
2012, at Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area
in Pennsylvania. The 2012 Park Break project will be the
creation of a curriculum on sustainable living, aimed at
8th-grade students, to be used at the Pocono
Environmental Education Center. The Park Break team
will draw on the context of several energy projects that
are affecting or could affect the park, such as natural gas
drilling in the Marcellus Shale formation north of the
park, or the proposal for a powerline that would cross
the park.
The primary goal of Park Break is to let promising
graduate students experience the challenges of managing
a protected area. Through instruction from and dialogue
with resource managers, researchers, administrators,
interpreters, and other professionals, Park Break
participants will begin to understand the complexity of
protected area research and management.
This unique program is not offered anywhere else, as it
focuses on scientific and intellectual inquiry at the
graduate level specifically related to parks, other
protected natural areas, and cultural sites.
Applications for the 2012 Park Break program are being
accepted through January 20. For more information, go
to
http://www.georgewright.org/parkbreak
Park Break is a collaborative program of the US
Geological Survey, US National Park Service, Pocono
Environmental Education Center, and George Wright
Society. If you have any questions, contact the GWS at
info@georgewright.org.

Jobs are advertised on our Canadian section website and in
the newsletter. If you have jobs to offer, please send your
job advertisements to Kathreen Ruckstuhl at
kruckstu@ucalgary.ca.
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WHO’S WHO IN THE SECTION

PROVINCIAL CHAPTERS

President: Kathreen Ruckstuhl

British Columbia Chapter

University of Calgary
Biological Sciences
2500 University Drive NW
Calgary, AB T2N 1N4
Tel: (403) 220-8776
FAX: (403) 289-9311
E-mail: kruckstu@ucalbgary.ca

Past-President: Arthur Rodgers
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Centre for Northern Forest Ecosystem Research
955 Oliver Road
Thunder Bay, ON P7B 5E1
Tel: (807) 343-4011
E-mail: art.rodgers@ontario.ca

President-Elect: Evie Merrill
University of Alberta
Biological Sciences
Edmonton, AB T6G 1Z8
Tel: (780) 492-2842
FAX: (780) 492-9234
E-mail: emerrill@ualberta.ca

President: Christopher Fragassi
E-mail: Chris.Fragassi@Amaruk.com

Alberta Chapter
President: Jim Allen
E-mail: James.Allen@gov.ab.ca

Saskatchewan Chapter
Interim President: Jennifer Sheppard
E-mail: jls911@mail.usask.ca

Manitoba Chapter
President: Erin McCance,
E-mail: emccance@shaw.ca

Ontario Chapter
President: Brent Patterson
E-mail: brent.patterson@ontario.ca

STUDENT CHAPTERS
Student Chapter Representative to Canadian
Section Executive Board: Timothy Sobey

Vice- President: Garth Mowat
Min. Forests, Lands & Nat. Res. Operations
Fish & Wildlife Section
333 Victoria St., Suite 401
Nelson, BC V1L 4K3
Tel: (250) 354-6341
FAX: (250) 354-6332
E-mail: garth.mowat@gov.bc.ca

Secretary-Treasurer: Marci Trana
University of Manitoba
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
501 University Crescent
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N6
Tel: (307) 760-9233
E-mail: marcitrana@gmail.com

Section Rep: Rick Baydack
Dept. Environment & Geography
255 Wallace Building
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
Tel: (204) 474-6776
FAX: (204) 474-7699
E-mail: baydack@cc.umanitoba.ca

Lakehead University
President: Tim Sobey
E-mail: tsobey@lakeheadu.ca

Trent University
Interim President: Agnès Pelletier
E-mail: asg.pelletier@gmail.com

University of Alberta
Presidents: Katrina Jansen & Angela Rideout
E-mails: kmjansen@ualberta.ca & amrideou@ualberta.ca

Université Laval
President: Orphé Bichet
E-mail: orphe.b@gmail.com

University of Northern British Columbia
President: Matt Dyson
E-mail: matt.e.dyson@gmail.com

EDITORS
Newsletter: Garth Mowat & Art Rodgers
Website: Shane Pratt
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Canadian Section of The Wildlife Society
2012 Membership Renewal/Application
The Canadian Section of The Wildlife Society invites you to renew your membership for the new year. We would also like to encourage
wildlife professionals and students alike who are not current members to join now. To join or remain a member for 2012, please fill out this
application form and mail along with your dues to the address below. You also have the option to join the Canadian Section when you
renew your membership through the Parent Society.
Name: _________________________

Date: __________________

Address: ___________________________________________

City: ____________________________

Postal Code: _______ _______
Email: ___________________________ Affiliation: ____________________________
Annual Membership Dues: $10.00 (Cdn/US)
Please make payment out to: Canadian Section of TWS
If you are interested in becoming a member of the Executive Board or involved in one of our Committees please indicate:
Executive Board
Conservation Affairs Committee
Education Committee
Membership Committee
_________
Please mail membership form and dues to:
Canadian Section of The Wildlife Society
℅ Marci Trana
80 Thatcher Drive
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2L3
Alternatively, to renew or join online visit TWS’s secure website at: http://store.wildlife.org/scriptcontent/index.cfm

